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Abstract

Dynamic Logics (DLs) form a large family of nonclassical logics, and perhaps the one enjoying the widest range of applications. Indeed, they are designed to formalize change caused by actions of diverse nature: updates on the memory state of a computer, displacements of moving robots in an environment, measurements in models of quantum physics, belief revisions, knowledge updates, etc. In each of these areas, DL-formulas express properties of the model encoding the present state of affairs, as well as the pre- and post-conditions of a given action. Actions are semantically represented as transformations of one model into another, encoding the state of affairs after the action has taken place. DL-languages are expansions of classical (static) logic with dynamic operators, parametrized with actions; dynamic operators are modalities interpreted in terms of the transformation of models corresponding to their action-parameters.

However, when dynamic logics feature both dynamic and ‘static’ modalities, as in the case of the Dynamic Epistemic Logics (DEL), they typically lose many desirable properties, such as the closure under uniform substitution, which facilitate a smooth algebraic and proof-theoretic treatment. This and other difficulties make their algebraic and proof-theoretic theory presently underdeveloped, and the few existing proposals seem quite ad hoc: in particular, no proposed calculus in the literature enjoys the minimal conditions enabling the specification of the meaning of a logical symbol in the sense of proof-theoretic semantics.

We developed a family of display-style, cut-free sequent calculi for dynamic epistemic logics on both an intuitionistic and a classical base [7]. Like the standard display calculi, these calculi are modular: just by modifying the structural rules according to Došen’s principle [12], these calculi are generalizable both to different Dynamic Logics (Epistemic, Deontic, etc.) and to different propositional bases (Linear, Relevant, etc.). Moreover, the rules they feature agree with the standard relational semantics for dynamic epistemic logics, while a ‘natural’ coalgebraic semantics was introduced in [7]. However, these calculi still feature a peculiar set of contextual rules, i.e. structural and operational rules involving a context (understood as the precondition for the applicability of an action), which make them non-standard as display calculi. To fix this shortcoming, in [8] we propose a new class of more general sequent calculi (which we call dynamic calculi) that overcome the need of contextual rules and enjoy other benefits, including a natural proof-theoretic semantics.

In this talk we present two concrete examples of dynamic calculi for one specific dynamic epistemic logic [2], both in its classical and in its intuitionistic version, where the Intuitionistic logic for Epistemic Action and Knowledge was introduced via duality in [10] defining dynamic algebraic semantics on intuitionistic base. These calculi can be understood as generalizations of the display calculi [4], since they feature:

1. constituents of several types (e.g. of type AG for ‘agents’ or ACT for ‘actions’), along with propositional constituents, which in their turn can be of different types (e.g. intuitionistic propositions iPROP, or classical propositions cPROP, etc.);
2. **non-contextual** structural connectives (structural conjunction and disjunction, implication and disimplication — also called exclusion —, and their neutral elements) by which structures are built, where a structure can be homogeneous (e.g. $\alpha \Delta \beta$ is of type $ACT \times ACT$) or heterogeneous (e.g. $\alpha \Delta A$ is of type $ACT \times PROP$).

3. **structural introduction rules**, which constitutes a pure structural calculus because the structural and operational level are now completely separated (e.g. $(X \vdash Y) \Delta (W + Z) / X \Delta W + Y \Delta Z$);

4. **unary translation rules**, to pass from structural to operational level: the flattening rule, making it possible to transform homogeneous structures into operational formulas (e.g. $A \wedge B \vdash X$, where $A \wedge B$ is a propositional formula of type $PROP \times PROP \rightarrow PROP$), and the currying rule, making it possible to transform heterogeneous structures into ‘parametrized’ operational formulas (e.g. $\alpha \Delta A + X / \langle \alpha \rangle A + X$, where $\langle \alpha \rangle A$ is a propositional modal formula of type $ACT \times PROP \rightarrow PROP$).

These calculi are interesting from **both** a methodological and an applicative viewpoint. Methodologically, the dynamic calculi achieve a unified framework simultaneously accounting for different logical behaviors: modalities (e.g. exponentials or temporal operators) and quantifiers can be seen in terms of combinations of heterogeneous components by means of operational rules at the merging-level: the behavior of a single modal operator (e.g. monotonicity) or the interaction between modalities (e.g. dynamic and epistemic operators) can be captured by means of structural rules at the merging-level. We will also discuss the categorial semantics, which seems the most ‘appropriate’ for this kind of calculi. From the point of view of the applications, dynamic calculi provide a way of generating specific display calculi for a wide array of logics — which includes but is not limited to dynamic (epistemic) logics — simply by deriving the appropriate rules; this allows to obtain meta-theorems such as cut elimination uniformly for each specific calculus as a byproduct of the general theory of dynamic calculi.

The dynamic calculi enjoy the strong version of Wansing’s fundamental properties of *segregation*, *symmetry* and *explicitness*. Therefore, they share all the benefits that come from the display calculi, but are more general: for instance they capture also dynamic poly-modal logics on substructural base.
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1. I.e. their meaning is the same on the left and on the right of the turnstile.
2. Note that we use the same symbols for different structures, but there is no ambiguity because the alphabet for actions and propositions are different.